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The regular weekly fly-ins to date have
been blown out, rained on and gener-

ally  sabotaged by the elements - apart
from the one at Eastbach on 8th June.
However, Bumble is ever hopeful that
things will change and soon as we are
now past the “longest day” and the sun
is on its way back South. Keep looking at
your Inbox and keep your fingers crossed!

Quote of the Month

“Aviation in itself is not inherently
dangerous. But to an even greater

degree than the sea, it is terribly
unforgiving of any carelessness,
incapacity or neglect.” — Captain A. G.
Lamplugh

So we are off to a slow wet
start for this season with

weather that refuses to co-
operate on Wednesday eve-
nings or much of the rest of

the time! Never fear Bumble has a plan
or two to take up the slack.

It will be alright on the flight…

During the last week of May Phil Han-
man and I decided to see if we could

make it down to Robbie’s Anglo French
Competition in the south of France at

Salon Eyguieres (LFNE). Never before
have we done so much planning – our
agreed priority order:

1. Cross the channel at the narrowest
point.

2. Try to avoid as much French
populated airspace and restricted
zones as possible.

3. Try and schedule legs/breaks at 2
hours - or less ideally.

4. Try and avoid flying over
mountains when the forecasts were
not great (The map above just
shows our first route plan down,
and when we spotted 6000 foot
mountains we did intend to extend
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the south leg down past Milau then
track across the north Med coast
area).

So we had a plan and didn’t get too
distracted by the email chatter from the
other UK crews expecting to go via a
variety of routes but the closer we came
to departure the more the forecasts
started to mess things up with seriously
wet weather and storms hanging around
over Northern France and continuously
changing conditions over England.

We finally decided to head out from Over
Farm on Sunday May 22nd just ahead of
a front. The plan was simply to get over
the channel via Headcorn, Folkestone
and Cap Griz Nez and track south as
quickly as possible to where the weather
was, in theory, better than northern
France. What could possibly go wrong?
Well the answer was lots did go wrong
and the plan had to change repeatedly
and often in mid-air. We didn’t get to the
planned destination but we learnt a hell
of a lot on the way. So we ended the trip
5 days later after 27 plus hours flying,
this along with the other SVMC Club
members experiences will probably
feature in one of this winter’s talks. Re-
planning and alternate airfields seemed
to become the norm on our journey but
we did get back safely on the evening of
Thursday 26th just ahead of the weather
changing yet again for the worse in
France. The main learning experiences I
took away from the trip were…

  When the plan isn’t going to
plan, change the plan before
the accumulating risks end in
tears (The weather, electrical
problems (radio/trimmer), fuel
supply, fuel leak and time all
contributed to the decision to
abort the destination and enjoy
a far more relaxed return).

  Rain will and does get in
everywhere it’s never got into
before (Trimmer shorting the
radio).

  If an airfield states no ULMs and
transponders are mandatory, just
ask (ATC are really very helpful
especially when they realise you
are having problems).

  Late or non-existent NOTAMs will
mess you up (Le Mans decided to
dig their runway up).

  Unexpected political unrest and
industrial action. (Oil refinery
strikes and lack of MOGAS)

  Wannafly at Azat le Riz
LF8755.(Dave and Amanda are
great hosts and well worth a visit)

  Smaller airfields don’t tend to
answer their phones (AVGAS
supply and permission to land)

  Never rely on pure electronics to
support the flight (IPADs overheat
and shut down and mistakes can
happen when you input coordinates
into your GPS )

  Never rely on your mobile phones
data roaming or apps to support
mandatory communications (the
French flight plan logging system
we experienced worked differently
and we had GAR submission
problems).

  Night time VFR flying is fine in
France (STAP will turn on landing
lights if you click the approach
frequency 5 times, 7 times and I
think you get high intensity!)

  Time your landings at busy airports
for lunch time (all the traffic
intensity disappears)

  Local language support via Google
Translate on your Android phone
helps a lot when struggling to
communicate.

  SkyDemon on IPad is absolutely
brilliant for rapid in flight route
re-planning (but do make sure you
have one with either integral GPS
or an external GPS source sorted
out)

  The French are good helpful people
and we met nothing but help along
the way (the only single problem
was Le Mans – the lady spoke
English, but understood very little).
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  Keep all your change logs current
and legible (when that much
change keeps coming it’s very hard
to pull it back into what happened
when and why)

More on this trip later – for now take a
look at the Club Facebook and spot the
obvious mistakes I have loaded up –
answers on the Xmas quiz perhaps.

I was on our roof recently doing some
work and was reminded that Fairford was
happening soon. The trigger for this
realisation was the increase in large
aircraft transiting across between the
Malvern’s and May Hill – this one left the
taste of unburnt fuel hanging on the air
as it went through.

And on Saturday 9th the weather started
wet then dried up. I jumped on my motor
cycle and had a good ride out to Fairford
via Tewkesbury, Stow and Burford to
arrive on the end of 27, parked in a field
for £5 and watched the displays.
Highlight for me was the Raptor but lots
to see as always – must go into the show
properly at some point!

Over Farm Treasure Hunt by Rob
Keene

The Over Farm Treasure hunt took
place on July 8th. It followed a blus-

tery day so although flying attendance
was down on the usual, a good few
members came by car.

It had been scheduled to hold a round of
the nationals at Over, so the plan was to
invite the visitors to take part in the
treasure hunt, but unfortunately the

weather had other plans and once again,
the national event was postponed.

Finally at about 19:00 the wind reduced
and Steve Slade, Dave Lewis and Laurie
Hurman all turned up by air.

Jon Ingram, Steve Sykes, Rees Keene,
and Phil Hanman all based at Over, pulled
their planes out and, after a burger or
two, they were ready to fly.

The simple task set was to fly around the
shape of a sea horse and by using a GPS
or the phone app ” Cloud Ahoy”, their
track could be recorded.

Each pilot was given a transparent
acetate onto which the same seahorse
was drawn.

This transparency could then be placed
anywhere on the 1:250,000 map. The
task was to then fly this track as
accurately as possible, and then to return
for a precision landing.

The tracks that were drawn appear on
page 5. A new form of sky art!

All but one of the competitors landed and
stopped in the 100 metre box, which I
think was a very good effort. Rees
managed the max score in the box and
also was voted the best seahorse, so for
the first time he was awarded the 19 year
old trophy.
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Porthtowan Fly-in - from Myron Burak
Recently Stephen (Sykes) and I visited
Porthtowan airfield, near Newquay in
Cornwall. A fantastic airfield, with a great
welcome from Rupert Major, the owner,
and only a short walk to a lovely beach
with a couple of pubs.

Before leaving, I promised Rupert I
would tell our club about their fly in on
the 24th of September. It is well worth a
visit, but be sure to PPR with Rupert
beforehand, as he really likes to greet all
visiting aircraft (with tea and cakes
probably).

Details and circuit instructions are on
page 6 of this newsletter

Fly-in Reports

At the time of going to press there
were no write-ups available.

Dates for your Diary
24th September 2016 - Porthtowan Air-
field near Newquay. See details on page
6

Acknowledgements
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(Editor’s note:- It is not too late to
submit a report on one of the fly-Ins)

Bill Austin (Editor)
marshview@john-lewis.com
01684 833789
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